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Question answering (QA) is an important use
case on voice assistants. A popular approach
to QA is extractive reading comprehension
(RC) which finds an answer span in a text pas-
sage. However, extractive answers are often
unnatural in a conversational context which
results in suboptimal user experience. In
this work, we investigate conversational an-
swer generation for QA. We propose Answer-
BART, an end-to-end generative RC model
which combines answer generation from multi-
ple passages with passage ranking and answer-
ability. Moreover, a hurdle in applying gener-
ative RC are hallucinations where the answer
is factually inconsistent with the passage text.
We leverage recent work from summarization
to evaluate factuality. Experiments show that
AnswerBART significantly improves over pre-
vious best published results on MS MARCO
2.1 NLGEN by 2.5 ROUGE-L and Narra-
tiveQA by 9.4 ROUGE-L.
1 Introduction
Question answering (QA) based on reading com-
prehension (RC) aims to answer a question from
text paragraph. RC is studied in two settings: ex-
tractive and generative. In extractive RC, the an-
swer is marked as a span in the text paragraph,
whereas in generative RC, the answer is free-
form text which requires natural language gener-
ation (NLG). Recently, researchers made signif-
icant progress in extractive RC using pretrained
language models such as BERT (Devlin et al.,
2018) and RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019). Further-
more, pretrained seq2seq generative models such
as BART (Lewis et al., 2019) and T5 (Raffel et al.,
2019) have been successfully applied to extractive
RC (Lewis et al., 2020; Izacard and Grave, 2020).
However, their capabilities for generative RC an-
swers is less studied.
In this paper, we investigate generative RC with
pretrained seq2seq models for conversational an-
Question How many terminals are at JFK?
Gold Passage With six terminals, the airlines that
serve JFK airport are spread across.
Extractive Answer six terminals
Conversational
Answer
There are six terminals at the JFK
airport.
Table 1: Different types of answers in MS MARCO
swer generation. Answers are conversational if
they are natural and suitable for voice assistants
such as Alexa, Siri and Google Assistant. Conver-
sational answers improve the QA user experience
on voice assistants. For example, for the question
“Who is Drake’s father?” an extractive RC model
returns “Dennis Graham” from the sentence “The
cover art of Drake’s project features a photo of
Dennis Graham, his father”. In contrast, a conver-
sational answer is “Drake’s father is Dennis Gra-
ham.”
A hurdle in working with generative models is
that they can produce text that is factually inconsis-
tent with the source information (Marcus, 2020).
Recent work on summarization proposes natural
language inference (NLI) entailment as a frame-
work for evaluating factuality of generated text.
Factuality is important for QA because we want
the answer to be grounded in the input passages.
From a user perspective, giving the correct answer
may not be sufficient without supporting evidence
from the input passage. Even if the RC model hallu-
cinated the correct answer, the user may not accept
it. Thus, we consider factuality with respect to the
input passages an important metric for generated
conversational answers.
To generate conversational answers, we propose
AnswerBART, an end-to-end seq2seq model based
on BART. Unlike prior work, AnswerBART fully
leverages the seq2seq approach to learn to rank, ab-
stain from answering, and generate answers from
multiple passages and the question itself. Exper-























MS MARCO 2.1 NLGEN task and NarrativeQA.
Our main contributions are as follows:
• An end-to-end model for conversational answer
generation with reranking and abstaining.
• Factuality evaluation framework based on NLI
entailment which measures correctness and de-
tects hallucinations.
2 AnswerBART
AnswerBART is an end-to-end conversational an-
swer generation model based on BART. BART is
a seq2seq transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) pre-
trained on a large text corpus as a denoising autoen-
coder. One of the noising functions in BART is
shuffling text which has to be reconstructed. This
resembles the generative QA task which roughly
rearranges the question and passages into an an-
swer.
Problem setting. We are given a question qi
and a set of passages {pij} that are returned from a
retrieval system (Karpukhin et al., 2020). The goal
is to generate a conversational answer ai.
Mixed Style Training. Annotations for QA
datasets are often based on extractive answers and a
small portion of the dataset is annotated with gener-
ative answers. Mixed style training (Nishida et al.,
2019) (MST) uses both extractive and generative
answers to train a single RC model and controls for
the answer type using a style token. We use MST
to leverage the full training data in MS MARCO.
Source. The source sequence consists of a style
token, a question, and a set of passages with the
separator token </s> in between. The style token
can be either s:extract or s:conv to indicate an
extractive or conversational answer. The question
is prefixed with q: and each passage is prefixed
with an index pj:. For example, “s:conv </s> q:
qi </s> p0: p
0
i </s> p1: p
1
i </s> p2: p
2
i </s>”.
Target. The target sequence consists of a pas-
sage ranking segment and a generated answer seg-
ment. For example, “p1: p2: p0: ai”. We strip the
ranking and use only the answer in our evaluations.
Passage Ranking. The passage ranking based
on n-gram algorithms like BM25 can be subop-
timal for QA. The reason is that BM25 does not
consider the rich semantics between the query and
a passage. To improve ranking, we use a trans-
former passage reranker where the self-attention
over the query and a passage captures semantic
interactions (Nogueira and Cho, 2019). However,
to avoid having an additional model at runtime, we
prepend the passage ranking to the target sequence
which makes AnswerBART learn the ranking. This
allows AnswerBART to attend more to passages
that are more likely to contain an answer.
Answerability. If the passages do not contain an
answer, the model generates “No Answer Present”.
Earlier work on extractive QA returns a 0 length
span or uses an additional head for answerability.
2.1 Model Extensions
We evaluated the addition of two extensions to en-
hance AnswerBART. Both did not improve the base
AnswerBART architecture which we show in the
ablation study section.
Copy pointer. We add a copy pointer head to al-
low AnswerBART to copy tokens directly from the
query and the passages. We follow Einolghozati
et al. (2020) which first initializes the copy head
with the average of the last layer’s pretrained de-
coder attention head, and adds a loss that forces the
decoder to use the copying mechanism.
Combination with extractive RC. We use an
extractive model to get an answer span from a pas-
sage. Then, we either (1) use the extracted answer-
only, e.g., “s:conv </s> q: albany mn population
</s> p0: 2,662”, or (2) mark the answer-span in
the passage with <a></a>, e.g., “s:conv </s> q:
albany mn population </s> p0: Albany, Minnesota
has a community population of <a>2,662</a> peo-
ple.”. Tan et al. (2017) use a similar approach.
2.2 Related Models
AnswerBART closely follows the Masque
model (Nishida et al., 2019) . Masque uses a
pretrained ELMo encoder and a randomly initial-
ized transformers decoder with copy pointer and
separate prediction heads for ranking and answers
detection. AnswerBART uses a transformer for
both the encoder and decoder which are initialized
with the pretrained BART weights.
RAG (Lewis et al., 2020) is a similar QA model
based on BART. The difference with our work is
that AnswerBART focuses on conversational an-
swer generation with passages from the given task,
and RAG focuses on open domain QA with passage
retrieval from Wikipedia.
3 Factuality and Correctness
Generative models can hallucinate text that is factu-
ally inconsistent with the source information (Mar-
cus, 2020) which is undesirable for production de-
ployment. To measure factuality in generative RC,
we adopt the NLI framework proposed for summa-
rization by Marcus (2020). The NLI task is given a
premise and a hypothesis to predict if the hypothe-
sis entails, contradicts, or is neutral. We consider
two methods of applying NLI to QA factuality eval-
uation.
NLI on Passage. The passage is the NLI
premise and the generated answer is the hypoth-
esis. A factual answer without hallucinations en-
tails from the passage. For multiple passages, we
require the answer to entail from at least one pas-
sage. Note that NLI models built on datasets such
as MultiNLI (Williams et al., 2018) are subopti-
mal for QA. In MultiNLI, both the premise and
the hypothesis are sentences whereas the QA pas-
sages can be multiple sentences with contrasting
opinions.
NLI on Answer. First, the gold answer is the
premise and the generated answer as the hypothe-
sis. Then, we do inference in the opposite direction,
the generated answer is the premise and the gold
answer is the hypothesis. A correct answer should
entail in both directions. The bi-directional entail-
ment is necessary, otherwise the generated answer
may not fully answer the question or contain extra
information.
4 Experiments
Datasets. MS MARCO 2.1 (Bajaj et al., 2018) is a
QA dataset built from Bing search logs which con-
sists of queries, ten candidate passages per query,
and answers. We focus on the NLGEN subset that
is annotated with conversational answers. Note that
we are unable to evaluate on the test set because the
MS MARCO team stopped receiving submissions
for the QA tasks. Thus, we take a random 14K
examples subset of the training set as a validation
set and use the development set for final evaluation.
In addition, following Nishida et al. (2019), we
evaluate on NarrativeQA (Kočiskỳ et al., 2018)
which is not conversational but it is specifically
built for generative answers with reasoning over
long passages.
Metrics. BLEU (B-1, B-2), ROUGE (R-L), and
Meteor (M) metrics are standard for evaluating
MS MARCO 2.1 and NarrativeQA. We use the
percentage of NLI entailment on Passage (N-P)
and on Answer (N-A) for measuring factuality.
Setup. We evaluate the two official BART ver-
sions: base with 6 encoder and decoder layers and
Dataset Train Dev Test
MS MARCO ALL 808,731 101,093 101,092*
MS MARCO ANS 503,370 55,636 -
MS MARCO NLGEN 153,725 12,467 -
NarrativeQA 32,747 3,461 10,557
Table 2: MS MARCO 2.1 and NarrativeQA dataset
statistics. ANS are the answerable questions and NL-
GEN are the conversational answers. *no public an-
swers on the test set.
786 embedding size, and large with 12 encoder
and decoder layers and 1024 embedding size. We
implement our model in PyText (Aly et al., 2018).
We finetune using the stochastic weight averaging
optimizer (Izmailov et al., 2018) and cross entropy
loss with batch size of 16 for 5 epochs. We run all
experiments 5 times and average the results.
For passage reranking, we use an ELECTRA-
large (Clark et al., 2020) finetuned on MS MARCO
2.1 using pairwise ranking loss (Nogueira and Cho,
2019). For the combination experiments, the ex-
tractive RC model is ELECTRA-large finetuned on
SQUAD 2.0 (Rajpurkar et al., 2018).
4.1 Results
MS MARCO. Table 3 shows the MS MARCO
results together with Masque, the previous best
published model. All models were trained using
MST. AnswerBART-large improves upon Masque
by 2.54 ROUGE-L and 4.83 BLEU-1 points. The
margin between AnswerBART-base and Masque
is small which suggests that bigger model size is
important for improving performance. It is notable
that AnswerBART-base captures information about
answer generation and passage ranking as well as
Masque, whereas the latter has specialized predic-
tion heads and loss functions to capture the diverse
information.
Model B-1 R-L N-P N-A
AnswerBART-large MST 70.39 72.31 97.20 48.43
AnswerBART-base MST 66.52 70.29 96.65 46.12
Masque (NLG) 65.56 69.77 - -
Table 3: MS MARCO 2.1 NLGEN results on the de-
velopment set since test set submissions are no longer
accepted.
Factuality and Correctness. The generated an-
swers are factual with respect to the passage (N-P)
with only 3-4% of answers that do not entail. How-
ever, we obtain only 48-46% of answer entailment
(N-A) which means generated answers are often
incomplete or contain redundant information with
respect the gold answers. Thus, AnswerBART rep-
resents the source information correctly but tends
to focus on the wrong information to answer the
question.
We did manual analysis of hallucination for 100
samples. We found that AnswerBART frequently
tries to expand acronyms like state and organization
names. Also, AnswerBART hallucinates states for
cites, e.g., a passage about a city in Arizona had an
answer with the city being in Florida.
Answerability. AnswerBART-base MST de-
tects answerable questions well with F1 score of
78.97 compared to Masque F1 score of 78.93.
NarrativeQA. Table 4 shows the NarrativeQA
results. Again, AnswerBART-large achieves signif-
icant improvement over Masque by 9.43 ROUGE-L
and 13.04 BLEU-1 points. For NarrativeQA, we
try to incorporate MST by adding MS MARCO
conversational data. However, the results degrade
because of data imbalance since NarrativeQA data
is five times smaller than MS MARCO data. If we
subsample the MS MARCO data to balance the
two datasets the results improve but they are still
worse than using just NarrativeQA data.
Model B-1 B-4 M R-L
AnswerBART-large 67.15 39.99 33.33 69.30
w/ MST 62.34 36.50 30.66 66.76
w/ balanced MST 66.46 39.31 33.04 68.88
(development set) 64.96 36.54 32.31 69.19
Masque 54.11 30.43 26.13 59.87
Table 4: NarrativeQA results. We use the summaries
task which has a single passage.
4.2 Ablation and Factuality
To better study our model, we perform ablations
on the MS MARCO 2.1 dataset. We use the
AnswerBART-base model as it is faster to train.
Ranking. We experiment with passage ranking,
see Table 5. The Ranked N models use the ELEC-
TRA passage ranker for both training and runtime
where N are the top passages passed to the model.
The End-to-end model uses the ELECTRA passage
ranker at training time to add ranking segments in
the target but it does not need it as runtime. Also,
the No ranking model uses the passage order from
the dataset.
The ranking ablations show that using multiple
passages improves performance. If we use the top
ranked passage the accuracy drops because the pas-
sage ranker sometimes misses the correct passage.
Increasing the number of passages from the 1 to
5 improves performance. However, the improve-
ments saturate beyond 5 because the ranker top-5
accuracy is 99%. Using no ranking hurts accu-
racy. Finally, the end-to-end model is able to learn
the ranking order and has almost identical results
to Ranked 10. Thus, we don’t need the ranker at
runtime to achieve good performance.
Model B-1 R-L N-P N-A
Ranked 1 66.54 68.84 90.28 42.74
Ranked 5 68.53 70.27 96.22 46.09
Ranked 10 66.54 70.30 96.70 46.11
No ranking 66.12 70.01 96.46 45.32
End-to-end 66.52 70.29 96.65 46.12
Table 5: Ranking ablations on MS MARCO 2.1 with
AnswerBART-base and different number of passages.
Modeling Configurations. We experiment with
different modeling configurations using golden pas-
sages without ranking, see Table 6. The results are
much better than using multiple passages. So, there
is a significant potential benefit in improving the
ranking accuracy.
MST provides consistent improvements to
BLUE and ROUGE scores as well as factuality.
The factuality improves because with the addition
of extractive data the model learns to copy tokens
from the input instead of generating new tokens.
The addition of copy pointer and copy loss does
not significantly change the results. The reason is
that AnswerBART is already good at copying with-
out a pointer head and uses BPE vocabulary which
avoids unknown tokens. Using a combination with
an extractive reader does not yield improvements
for answer-span, and for answer-only results in
large degradation because the model does not have
enough context to generate an answer.
Model B-1 R-L N-P N-A
End-to-end 81.32 79.92 93.87 62.10
w/ MST 82.39 81.01 94.56 64.73
w/ MST copy 82.36 80.86 94.26 64.38
w/ MST copy loss 81.85 80.67 94.46 63.95
Answer-span MST 81.84 80.71 94.39 64.67
Answer-only MST 66.91 71.09 72.79 46.55
Table 6: Modeling ablations on MS MARCO 2.1 with
AnswerBART-base and golden passages without rank-
ing.
NLI Metrics Analysis. We randomly sampled
100 development set predictions from the Answer-
BART model on gold passages. Then, we asked
human annotators to judge them in two rounds.
First round, judge if the generated answer factually
represents the passage. Second round, judge if the
generated answer is correct and complete accord-
ing to the gold answer. We used the ratings from
the first round to validate the NLI on Passage met-
ric (N-P) and the ratings from the second round to
validate the NLI on Answer metric (N-A).
Table 7 shows the results from the human anno-
tation along with the automated metrics. Both N-P
and N-A metrics have high level of agreement with
human annotation where N-P agrees with N-P Hu-
man for 90% of the examples and N-A agrees with
N-P for 94% of examples. For the examples where
there was disagreement between NLI and human
annotation, the error was in the NLI model which
suggest that fine-tuning on QA data can further im-
prove the NLI model for factuality and correctness.
B-1 R-L N-P N-P Human N-A N-A Human
82.3 81.08 94.0 90.0 65.0 69.0
Table 7: Metrics on randomly sampled 100 develop-
ment set example from MS MARCO 2.1 with predic-
tions from the AnswerBART model on gold passages.
N-P Human and N-A Human are the metrics computed
with human annotation.
5 Conclusion
We presented AnswerBART, an end-to-end model
for conversational answer generation. Answer-
BART achieves state-of-the-art results on MS
MARCO 2.1 NLGEN and NarrativeQA. We evalu-
ated the factuality of generated responses using
NLI entailment showing that AnswerBART ex-
hibits hallucinations in 3-4% of cases.
In the future, we want to explore techniques for
reducing hallucinations using constrained decoding
and answer over-generation combined with answer
selection (Baheti et al., 2020).
A Supplementary Material
A.1 Hardware
We use 8 NVIDIA V100 GPUs with 32GB memory.
Training AnswerBART-large takes around 2 days
on 8 GPUs, and AnswerBART-base takes around 1
day on 8 GPUs. For both AnswerBART large and
base, answer generation takes on average 2 seconds
with 10 passages on 1 NVIDIA V100 GPU.
A.2 Dataset Links










Weight decay Exponential γ = 0.95
Optimizer Stochastic Weight Averaging (SWA)
Learning rate 6e-4





Table 8: Training hyperparamters
A.4 AnswerBART Generated Examples
Table 9 on the next pages lists examples of Answer-
BART generation from MS MARCO together with
NLI on Passage and NLI on Answer predictions.
Note the queries “what airlines fly to flagstaff flg”
and “cost of parking at bna airport“, in both cases
AnswerBART hallucinated geographical locations.
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Question Gold Passage Gold Answer Gen Answer N-P N-A
when did sir arthur
conan doyle die
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle (May
22nd, 1859 to July 7th, 1930)
was 71 when he died of a heart
attack
Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle died on July
7, 1930
Sir Arthur Conan





In nature, the chemical element
neon is found in its gaseous
state only. It is found in
the Earth’s atmosphere in trace
amounts.
In nature, neon
is found in the
Earth’s atmosphere
In nature, neon
is found in its
gaseous state only
entail neutral
what is soya foods Soy is a great protein source,
especially for vegetarians who
do not eat meat. Soy provides
the body with calcium and iron
as well as other important vi-
tamins and minerals. Soy can
be found in plant-based foods
including soybeans and prod-
ucts made from soybeans like
soymilk and tofu
The soya foods
are a great protein
source, especially
for vegetarians








what airlines fly to
flagstaff flg
Flagstaff Pulliam Airport
(FLG) Flagstaff Airport is
the closest small commercial
airport to Flagstaff, just a
5-mile drive from downtown.
Flagstaff is currently serviced
daily by one commercial
airline: US Airway Express
flying into Flagstaff from
exclusively Phoenix.
US Airway Ex-







cost of parking at
bna airport
In 1990, Executive Travel &
Parking opened its doors as
Nashville International Air-
port’s first valet airport park-
ing service. Our daily parking
rate of $10.50 per day is con-
siderably less than onsite air-
port valet parking ($24.00).
The cost of parking
at BNA airport is
$10.50 per day









Thrombin is produced by
the enzymatic cleavage of
two sites on prothrombin
by activated Factor X (Xa).
The activity of factor Xa
is greatly enhanced by bind-
ing to activated Factor V
(Va), termed the prothrombi-
nase complex. Prothrombin
is produced in the liver and
is co-translationally modified
in a vitamin K-dependent re-
action that converts ten glu-













A super-size portion of fries
at McDonald’s contains 486
calories, more than double
the 206 calories in a regu-
lar serving. McDonald’s said
of its salad that without the
creamy dressing and croutons,
the fat falls away and the
less calorific balsamic vinegar
dressing contains just 2g of fat.
A spokeswoman added: Free
of dressing a chicken salad has
only 222 calories.
At McDonald’s,
there are 222 calo-
ries of a chicken
salad which is free
of dressing
There are 206 calo-
ries in a salad from
McDonald’s.
contr. contr.
Table 9: MS MARCO AnswerBART Generated Examples and NLI on Passage (N-P) and Answer (N-A). Halluci-
nations are in italic.
